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Season 37, Episode 56
 PreviousNext 




03.20.00 - Monday



Ned intercepts his cousin at the hotel bar and reminds a bristling A.J. that drinking is what landed him in trouble in the first place. Tony explains to Chloe why surgery is not an option for the tumor which may permanently rob her of her eyesight. Roy endures a brutal beating at the hands of Sorel's goons. Mac tells a relieved Dara how he's reconciled with his wife now that Felicia has promised him there's nothing more important to her than their marriage. Luke and Laura come face to face with Stefan, who again insists he's working for the same goal they are. After Chloe decides to begin a drug protocol, Tony cautions her that the tumor may produce a number of symptoms---including the possibility of some bizarre dreams. As they return to Port Charles, a frightened Carly begs Sonny to bring her mother home safe and sound. Felicia eavesdrops as Mrs. Lansbury gives Helena some inside information on Stefan. Tony catches A.J. rifling through his patients' confidential medical files. After
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 March 2000, 00:00
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